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Monday 6/26 and Thesday 6/27 
Students and Faculty Arrive 
Wednesday 6/28 
Bus Tour of London 
Group Dinner at Maxwells 
Thursday 6/29 
Visit to Reuters 
Friday 6/30 
Visit to the Daily Telegraph 
Visit to West Ferry Printers 
Saturday 7/1 
Free Day 
Sunday 7/2 
Visit to British Design Museum 
Monday 7/3 
Visit to BBC Worldwide 
Tour of BBC TV 
Tuesday 7/4 
VisittoAIU 
Visit to Fortunecookie.com 
Wednesday 7/5 
Visit to Corbis Photo Agency 
Thursday 7/6 
Visit to TBWA!Maxim Magazine 
Visit to IPC Publications 
Friday 717 
Free Day 
Saturday 7/8 
Students and Faculty Leave 
Mara, Jena, and Megan on the tour bus 
London was calling this summer, 
and Lynn students answered the 
call. College of International 
Communication students trav-
eled to England to study the 
differences between British and 
American mass media. 
Students visited several of 
London's media outlets, and 
were able to meet with some 
of England's most important 
media mogruls. 
After the trip students wrote about 
their educational experiences.+ 
Participating in the London 
Media Study Tour was one of 
the smartest academic deci-
sions I've ever made. 
Directed by Myles Ludwig 
with the assistance of Nick 
Ravo, the tour gave students 
the opportunity to gain an un-
derstanding of ways in which 
culture influences media and 
mass communication. 
By visiting a variety of media 
in London, we were able to 
compare and contrast the me-
dia industry in the U.K. with 
that of the U.S. 
Our visit to Reuters, one of the 
leading providers of news and 
information, was the highlight 
ofmytrip.+ 
This summer I was able to 
share the unique experience of 
visiting London with 14 amaz-
ing people. 
Driving on the 
"wrong" side of the 
road is still some-
thing that I cannot 
understand. Luckily 
we traveled on the 
tube (subway) for 
most of the trip. 
What I liked most about Lon-
don was the European lifestyle 
and the sense of history and 
pride even in the very streets 
of the city. 
Some of my greatest memories 
from the trip include watching 
the England football (soccer) 
team play in the World Cup 
with real English fans, going 
to London's finest nightclubs, 
visiting world-renowned agen-
cies, and visiting every little 
girl's dream: a real castle. 
London is now one of my fa-
vorite places in the world. Not 
only did I learn a lot about 
mass media, but I discovered 
a lot about the history and cul-
ture of this amazing city. 
I was able to visit the Tower 
of London, which taught me 
a lot. I also took a trip to the 
legendary Harrods, which I 
found very much lives up to 
their slogan of"Everything for 
Everybody Everywhere." 
Before visiting the U.K. I 
thought that the mass media 
was similar to that of the U.S., 
but I was surprised to find that 
the British are much more lib-
eral in their media, and are very 
free with nudity and profanity. 
Topless women grace the cov-
ers of daily news publications as 
well as magazines on the news-
stands, and profanity can be 
heard on network television. 
in the U.K. was 
definitely a bit 
a culture shock 
and an eye-open-
We were able to speak to many ing experience. 
people in the industry who have The memories 
obtained their dream jobs, and and experiences 
this trip showed me that any- that I had in Lon-
thing is possible through hard don will last me a 
,,._. • work and determination.+ lifetime.+ 
Patricia, Richard, Mara, Miguel, and Chase 
My experience in London 
taught -me the differences be-
tween U.K. and U.S. business, 
media, and advertisements. 
The part of the trip that taught 
me the most was the visit to 
the advertising agency. 
I learned that American adver-
tising focuses on emotional 
appeals, and British advertise-
ments are more factual and 
story-like. Some British tele-
vision advertisements seem 
more like a movie than an ad-
vertisement, and they tend to 
be longer than the 30-second 
commercials in the States. 
I also enjoyed visiting the 
Maxim Magazine office, be-
cause it was interesting to see 
how the magazine changes for 
each country and culture it is 
produced in, and yet still keeps 
its overall identity. 
Some of my favorite parts of 
the trip were seeing the Tower 
of London and Buckingham 
Palace, and also experiencing 
the nightlife. + 
Students on Trip: Richard Ade, Patricia Andreu, Kristen Filauro, Megan McSweeney, Tiffany Menzione, ~igu~l Plopschi, C~ase Po~er, John Rueger, Mara Shanes, Jena Zakany. 
Rditor of iLondon: .lena Zakanv. Facultv Advisors: Mvles Ludwll!:. N1ck Ravo. Re11:ma The1sen 
The London List 
Memorable Moments 
By Patricia Andreu 
•Switching seats on the plane. 
•Taking the black cab, who 
took all of our money. 
•Jet lag. Three days. 
•Finding Jena in her phone op-
erator gear in the lobby. 
•The fresh smell on the tube. 
•Being called footballers 
wives. (Insult?) 
•Getting lost on the way to the 
Design Museum. 
•Rich getting sick and Jay's 
evacuation of the room. 
•Matching rings for Tiffany, 
Mara, and I. 
•"I don't know how much I've 
•Magazine freebies as souvenirs. 
•Jena taking the Maxina office 
(and all its magazines) by storm. 
•Kristen's quest for the perfect 
''F' tat and the hottest sunglasses. 
•Myles' letters under the door. 
•Ravo's "It's Myles' Show." 
• The lovely mother and daugh-
tercombo 
•iPod sharing, 
and Megan and 
I 
printing press. 
•The fabulous printing press 
attire (smell included!). 
•Tiffany's shoe selection. 
•Our lucky weather. 
•Mara's flat iron melting. 
•The infamous Camden trip: 
Rain, rain, ink, rain, heat-
stroke, smelly people, tube ... 
•Hookah. Club. Enough said. + 
In the Industry 
Hard or Soft Sell? 
By Mara Shanes 
During the London Media 
Study Tour we embarked on 
many adventures, some of my 
favorites being Reuters, BBC 
Television, the Daily Tele-
graph, and Dennis Publishing. 
I was also able to take side trips 
to the London Aquarium, the 
Changing of the Guards, and 
the Tower of London, where I 
saw the amazing crown jewels. 
What really stood out to me 
on this trip was the difference 
in U.S. and U.K. advertising. 
I learned that the British view 
American advertising as too 
much of a "hard sell," whereas 
to Americans, British "soft 
sell" advertising is lengthy 
and sometimes 
confusing. Also, 
American emo-
tion in ads such 
as September 11 
remembrance are 
commonplace here, whereas 
that type of sentiment would 
never be seen in the U.K. 
I really enjoyed this study tour 
to London and learned a great 
deal about the cultural factors 
impacting the media and the 
major differences in advertising 
between the U.S and the U.K. 
I also found that 
I truly enjoy the 
U.K. advertis-
ing industry, and 
may one day find 
myself happily 
working there. + 
Meet Their Needs 
Technology and Culture 
By John Rueger 
The two places that we visited 
that I learned the most from 
were Dennis Publishing and 
Reuters Worldwide. 
Dennis Publishing taught me 
how each culture has differ-
ent needs and demands for 
their publications, and there 
isn't simply one way for ev-
erything. For example, what 
works in the United States 
may not work in Germany, or 
visa versa. 
When an 
individual 
thinks of up-
to-date news, 
they think of 
Reuters. This 
company 
amazed me 
_. ,, .... .. 
with their ability to keep up 
with the times. In this tech-
nologically advancing world, 
Reuters knows how to stay 
on top so that they can get the 
news out. 
Reuters was the first news or-
ganization to have a program 
and downloadable information 
for mobile phones and PDAs, 
and they are continuing to 
evolve their technology. 
_..__ 
This trip taught me a lot from 
both a communications and a 
business standpoint, and this 
trip also gave me the chance to 
meet new people and to get to 
know old friends better. + 
English Edgier? 
Comparing Campaigns 
By Megan McSweeney 
Our summer trip to London 
taught me many things about the 
differences between U.S. and 
U.K. media. We were able to see 
this on many different levels, 
such as telelvision/broadcasting, 
news and print media, magazine 
production, web design, and ad-
vertising agencies. 
I think the biggest impact that 
the trip had on me was the 
cultural differences in adver-
tising. Comparing the levels 
of violence, nudity, and cen-
sorship was very interesting. 
The British are much edgier 
in their advertising campaigns, 
and they are not afraid to use 
graphic displays to get their 
message across. 
There is also a new trend in ad-
vertising in the U.K., and that 
is to create storybook-like ads 
in different print media which 
seem more like a comic book 
or a feature article than an ad. 
Many of their ads are "hidden" 
in different print publications, 
so the reader is not always 
even aware that it is an ad. 
This study tour was a great way 
to comfortably travel with our 
professors and fellow students 
to broaden our knowledge of 
how cultural lifestyles differ 
from the U.S. + 
Industry Info , 
The Terrific Tours 
By Regina Theisen 
On our trip we stayed in cen-
trally located Kensington. There 
was a lot of excitement in the air 
as Wimbledon and the World 
Cup Soccer were taking place. 
We had several interesting vis-
its and tours of companies. We 
were given a tour at Reuters by 
the historian of the company. 
At the Daily Telegraph News-
paper Editor Richard Burton 
spoke to us, and we learned 
about English advertising from 
an ad executive. 
West Ferry Printers allowed us 
to go on a tour at night to see the 
printing of newspapers. We saw 
robots that were seen in a recent 
James Bond film, and learned 
how papers are printed. 
The British Design Museum 
was a great place to see inter-
esting designs from fashion to 
cars to materials and furniture. 
The visit to BBC Worldwide 
showed up many of the culture 
differences and preferences 
that is constantly dealt with. 
Our visit to FortuneCookie.com 
showed us new innovations in 
the web design industry. 
Corbis Photo Agency, the 
world's leading photo source, 
taught us about agency photos. 
The visit to TBWA/Chiat!Day 
publishing company allowed 
us to see the offices of several 
magazines, including Maxim 
magazine, and showed us how 
a magazine runs. 
IPC Publications explained the 
setup for advertising compa-
nies, and their goals, costs, and 
breaking points on projects. 
Our visits in the media industry 
were incredibly informative.+ 
On Saturday, the men 
and the women lost to 
Rollins College up in 
Winter Park Florida, giv-
ing Rollins the season 
sweep. Both teams lost 
to Rollins at home in De-
cember. The first games 
As South Florida geared up for were closer though. 
Super Bowl weekend, Lynn 
students headed to Miami to Thewomenlostby27the 
watch a live network broadcast second time around and 
of the Early Show on CBS. are now in sixth place 
Based in New York, the show 
relocated to South Florida for 
live remotes of Super Bowl 
pre-game activity. 
Organized by Professor De-
in the Sunshine State 
Conference. The Tars 
are in 3rd place. Last 
season, Rollins finished 
in 1st place. Some of 
the Tars from that squad 
still remain on the team. 
The lady Knights played 
hard, but were playing 
in a tough environment against 
a good Rollins team. Rollins 
was up by I4 at the half, and 
won the second half by I3. 
On a positive note, Jessica 
Wright played for the first 
time in a long time and did 
well. She grabbed a couple 
of rebounds, scored, and also 
bad a steal in just 8 minutes 
of action. Hopefully Jessica 
will stay healthy and be able to 
contribute to this team in a big 
way in the conference tourna-
ment, which starts in I8 days. 
Themenstruggledaswell It's that time of year again! 
and ended up los-
ing by 22. They were 
down by 27 at the break 
and the closest they came 
was I2. Then Rollins 
followed with a I9-9 run 
to close out the game. 
Right now the men are in 
fourth place in the Con-
ference. Rollins is in first 
place. If the tournament 
started today, the men 
would play Nova South-
eastern in the I st round. 
There is a good chance 
the Knights will play Multicultural Day is on Feb-
Nova in their opening ruary 14 and the Student In-
round game next month. volvement Office is enlisting 
They will get another students to once again show 
look at them tomorrow off their pride by sponsoring a 
night as the Sharks come booth! 
to Boca. Both teams will look 
to win on Valentine's Day. 
Come out and support them. 
The women will start at 5:30 
and the men will play 30 min-
utes following the conclu-
sion of the women's game. 
nise Belafonte-Young from the 
College of International Com-
munication, with a special in-
vitation from CBS producer 
Steve Cohen, Lynn partici-
pants met anchors Harry Smith 
and Julie Chen who graciously 
described their daily routine. 
Behind the scenes tours were 
also given to those students 
that attended. 
Lynn Plays Sunshine State Conference 
The Lynn Uni-
versity softball 
team opened up 
its 2007 season 
this weekend 
on the road at 
the Gulf South-
Sunshine State 
Conference 
Crossover in 
Pensacola, Fla. 
Lynn lost 2 
games to the 
#12 nation-
ally ranked Ala-
In the Middle Ages, young bama-Huntsville 
men and women drew names team on Friday. 
from a bowl to see who 
their valentines would be. 
They would wear these names 
on their sleeves for one week. 
To wear your heart on your 
sleeve now means that it 
is easy for other people to 
know how you are feeling. 
Brought to you by 
St. Valentines. org 
The later game proved to be 
close at 8-5, as both teams 
maintained a close, low -scoring 
margin until the final inning. 
Alabama-Huntsville, leading 
3-1 in the seventh, tallied five 
runs in the top of the frame 
while the Knights responded 
with four in the bottom half. 
Continuing to play against the 
Softball Starts-up Their Season 
By Melissa Roberts 
top competition in the country, 
the Lynn University softball 
team dropped a doubleheader 
to West Florida by the scores 
of 6-0 and 12-2 on Saturday. 
The second game began more 
competitive as the Knights and 
Argonauts were tied at 2-2 go-
ing into the third inning. Un-
fortunately, four errors plagued 
Lynn in the con-
The Safe Spring Break 
Carnival! 
test, to allow On Wednesday, February, 28, 
seven runs in the from 11 :30 A.M. to I :30 P.M., 
third and another come join in the festivites to-
three in the sixth cated between the Green and 
to finish the game. 
Meghan Osborne 
and Candace 
VanderVeen each 
had a pair of hits 
for the Knights 
and Byrd and Os-
borne each scored. 
VanderVeen and 
Byrd both drove in 
the two runs for the 
Blue and White. 
The Knights will play 
again on Tuesday, Febru-
ary 12 with a doubleheader, 
away, in West Palm Beach 
against Palm Beach Atlantic. 
Games begin at 4 and 6 p.m. 
Live action and scores can be 
seen at www.lynn.edu/athletics 
and selecting either the "live 
audio" or "live stats" links. 
Student Centers. Events in-
clude a beer goggle obstacle 
course, bounce house, games 
and prizes, music, surprise 
food and root beer, and a spring 
break raffle for only $1.00. 
For more information con-
tact Gail DeCina at 561-237-
7468 or gdecina@lynn.edu, 
or Sindee Kerker at 56I-237-
7255 or skerker@lynn.edu 
Valentines (])ay Is Coming! 
*-
Want to makf youro/afentine jlusli 
6y writing tliem a pu6fic o/afen-
tine message? Or may6e you want 
to just ma~ a{{ of Lynn jeafous 
witli your perfect coupfe se(ves? 
:Now you can! qet your o/afen-
tine note pu6fi.Siiea in tlie i<Pufse 
on Pe6ruary 14 6y writing to 
(ynnVnews@yafioo.com 
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Aries~ 
ou might need to mitigate 
our ambitious zeal with a bit 
f etiquette and tact. 
Leo~ 
Use your ears today --listen 
or new clues, compliments 
nd juicy conversations! 
Sagittarius ~ 
rioritize your expenses -- are 
ou putting your resources 
into the right places? 
aurus~ 
ollow any urge to start in on 
some early spring cleaning 
-- it will reward you. 
irgo[ll 
oday, push things into a de-
idedly more romantic realm. 
It's up to you. 
apricom[!J 
ap into the wistful, romantic 
side of your personality to 
keep a sunny outlook. 
Gemini a 
ast mistakes or missteps are 
· ll water under the bridge. 
hink of the future. 
·Libra ~  
ry to cheer up a depressed 
friend today. Your efforts will 
e appreciated. 
quarius [l] 
re you lagging in the disci-
line department? Put order 
ack into your world. 
ancer~ 
Someone close to you is go-
ing through some major mood 
swings right now, so beware. 
Scorpio~ 
isplay the confidence you 
feel, and you won't upset 
eople. You'll inspire them. 
Pisces~ 
on't grumble about an inept 
eader -- assume some of his 
r her responsibilities. 
Rose Colors 
Right Color, Right Message 
By Rachel Weiss 
Red Roses 
Red roses say "I love you." 
For those who have not taken 
that step in the relationship, 
they also symbolize com-
mitment. They say "Lets get 
serious." 
White Roses 
These say you think your val-
entine is lovely. Very roman-
tic, and it can also represent 
innocence. 
Pink Roses 
Deep pink roses mean that 
you appreciate them. Light 
pink roses mean you admire 
them. Light pink roses are 
especially great to send as a 
secret admirer. 
Yellow Roses 
Beautiful bright yellow flow-
ers express friendship and 
happiness. Perfect for that 
bast friend of yours. 
For more information on the Language of Roses, visit 
illl // h . 
' 
St. Valentine.org 
Superstitions 
If an apple is cut in half, 
the number of seeds found 
inside the fruit will indi-
cate the number of children 
that individual will have. 
On Valentine 's Day, the first 
guy's name you read in the 
paper or hear on the TV or 
radio will be the name of 
the man you will marry. 
If you see a squirrel on 
Valentine's Day, you will 
marry a cheapskate who 
will hoard all your money. 
If you see a goldfinch 
on Valentine's Day, you 
will marry a millionaire. 
If you see a robin on Val-
entine's Day, you will mar-
ry a crime fighter - may-
be they mean Batman! 
If you see a flock of doves on 
Valentine 's Day, you will have 
a happy, peaceful m~iage. 
If you find a glove on the 
road on Valentine's Day, 
your future beloved will 
have the other missing glove. 
S.A.D. I 
Valentine's Day -- a day of 
exchanging flowers, cards, 
and loving sentiments punc-
tuated with warm feelings of 
admiration, affection, and in-
fatuation. But for millions of 
college students, there is one 
thing preventing them from 
participating in these cel-
ebratory acts of love: a date. 
But what is a person to do 
when he or she is feeling 
the chilling blues of being 
single instead of embrac-
ing the fiery desire of love? 
Giving is the fastest way to 
feel good about yourself. It 
doesn't have to be expen-
sive, even a single hand picked 
flower will do. Anything com-
ing from the heart will sure-
ly be felt and appreciated. 
Singles Awareness Day 
By Melissa Roberts 
unteer at a soup kitchen, or just 
give someone your company. 
It can feel good to help people 
less fortunate and make them 
feel loved on this special day. 
Here are some steps on 3) Cruise for dates. 
making it single through Most single people want a 
Valentines Day. .. date for Valentines Day, so 
your chances of asking out 
1) Love yourself. This your crush are increased. 
is a day to appreciate you! 
2) Do something good 
for other people. You can vol-
4) Deny, deny, deny. 
Sound funny? Denying that 
Valentines Day is worth ac 
knowledgement, or labeling 
it as a corporate scam, is a 
great way to survive the day. 
5) Hate those sympathy 
looks from happy couples? 
Wear red. Anyone who is sin-
gle and decked out in red on 
Valentines Day is obviously 
content, and embracing it. 
Negative thinking is a down-
ward spiral that leads to neg-
ative behavior and possibly 
depression. Consciously 
choose to challenge these 
thoughts, and empower 
yourself with a more positive 
outlook and approach to life. 
Hopefully these tips will 
assist you in having a bet-
ter "solo" Valentine 's Day 
than you might have been 
headed for. Enjoy the day by 
doing something fun. Then 
focus on your relationship 
plan and empower yourself 
to build the healthy, lasting 
relationship of your dreams. 
The holiday is about appre-
ciating the ones you love-
and that includes yourself. 
Be your own sweetheart. 
-
Editor's Picks 
Most Romantic 
Movies I 
Five of the most romantic mov-
ies to watch on Valentines Day. 
1.) "Breakfast at 
Tiffany's"(1961) 
AUDREY HEPBURN 
liiiiffiir 
.,TIFFANYS 
2.) "Gone With the 
Wind"(1939) 
-·-
-
.......... 
CLARK GABLE \'MEN U!1GR 
wmHOWAJ\D aum•RAVJLLAND 
..L · 
4.) "When Harry Met Sally" 
(1989) 
5.) "Sabrina"(1954) 
Kiss & Tell 
You bum 26 calories in a 
one minute kiss. 
The average person spends 
two weeks of their life kiss-
ing. 
Eskimos, Polyn~,sians and 
Malaysians rub noses in-
stead of kissing. 
Romans kissed each other 
on the eyes or the mouth as 
a greeting. 
Victorian eti<1uette required 
a man to kiss the back of a 
ladies hand. 
J standard greelin{! in Eu~ 
rope is a kiss on both cheeks 
- could be two . . . could be 
four. 
Afi·ican tribes pay homage 
to their Chief by kissing 
the ground where he has 
walked. 
In Ireland, you will have 
good luck if yon kiss the 
Blarney Stone. 
The scientific name for kiss-
ing is philematology. 
Longest kiss ~ 29 hours ,by 
contestants in the "Breath 
Savers Longest Kiss Chal-
lenge" in New York on 
March 2~, 1998. 
Loqgest underwater kiss - 2 
minutes and 18 seconds in 
ToRyo, Japan, on April 2, 
1980. 
BeWare where you ,kiss! 
In some places kissing is a 
crime - it's illegal in Indiana 
for a mustached man to "ha-
bitually kiss human beings", 
in Hartford, Connecticut it's 
illegal for a husband to kiss 
his wife on Sunday, and in 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, it's a 
crime to kiss a stranger. 
St ... ...  ---Inc 
According to romantic leg-
end, St. Valentine was a 
priest in the middle ages. 
Roman Emperor Claudius 
II believed that unmarried 
actions and 
sen-tenced 
had him Before he died, he wrote 
to death. a letter to his beloved and 
signed it, 'From your Val-
On the 14th of February, St. entine.' And that was the 
Valentine was beheaded. It first of many Valentines to 
men made better soldiers was also the same day as the 
than married men. And so feast of Lupercalia, a pagan 
the emperor forbade all men festival of love. 
engaging in war to wed. St. 
Valentine was applalled by While in prison awaiting his 
this rule and took it upon death, Valentine fell in love 
himself to unite all the with a young girl, possibly 
young couples in holy mat- the jailor's daughter. She 
rimony. would visit St. Valentine 
throughout his confinement 
The emperor became aware in prison. 
of St. Valentine's defiant 
come. 
To find out more about the 
legend of St. Valentine log 
onto history.com 
Multicultural Day, the cam-
pus's annual celebration of na-
tions and cultures, will be held 
today, VVednesday, Feb. 14, 
from 11:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M. 
Experience food from vari-
ous geographic regions of the 
world while learning about 
different cultures and heritages 
represented on campus. 
A new part of this year's fes-
tivities is the Ten Thousand 
Villages Festival Sale, a fair 
trade festival featuring hand-
made crafts from artisans in 
over 30 developing countries 
around the world. 
These crafts are available for 
purchase with proceeds from 
the sales going directly to the 
artisans. The university is per-
mitted to deduct a small per-
centage, which will go toward 
a Lynn University Academic 
Study Tour Scholarship Fund 
On VVednesday, February, 28, 
from 11:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M., 
. Events include a beer goggle 
obstacle course, bounce 
house, games and prizes, 
music, surprise food and root 
beer, and a spring break raffle 
for only $1.00. 
more information con 
Gail DeCina at 561-237-
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Aries~ 
oday you should continue to 
lay the game that everyone 
lse has been playing. 
Leo~ 
ou can get a lot done with 
· ust your enthusiasm and 
·hann today. 
Sagittarius C1J 
or a social outing today, 
boose an intimate spot con-
ucive to conversations. 
aurus~ 
clay making any travel 
lans today -- new informa-
ion will soon come to light. 
irgo [ll 
ou'll be making connections 
today -- each of them will 
lant a seed in your life. 
apricom[!] 
akc finishing as many 
hings as you can your pri-
mary task today. Get stuff 
one! 
Gemini~ 
eelings that have been under 
he surface will become 
learer today. 
·Libra ~  
Sentimentality isn't produc-
ive today -- distract yourself 
ith numbers and facts. 
quarius [l] 
fyou've been unable to 
chieve something, consider 
rying some new tactics. 
ancer~ 
now that there's nothing in 
is day that you can't handle 
ith grace. 
Scorpio~ 
our mood will be positive 
today -- be prepared for fits o 
ncontrollable laughter. 
Pisces~ 
oday is all about taking it 
· asy --and you'll be smiling 
ll day long. 
Romance Your Date 
How To Write A Love Note 
iloveindia.com 
Need to do something ro-
mantic for Valentines 
day? Write a love let-
ter. Don't know how? 
Follow these guidelines 
Personal is the keyword 
Love Spots 
Where To Put Your Note 
iloveindia.com 
Wrote your love note? Here 
are some ideal places to 
sticke them 
Under his/her pillow. In his 
shaving kit. 
here. Make sure it is per- Between the pages of the 
sonal and does not look like book he/she is reading at 
a scoop for a news article! present. 
It should be handwritten 
and not printed or typed. 
The words should come 
from your heart. It not only 
sounds genuine and warm, 
but it is what you really feel. 
Do You Love Me? 
Prepared Answers 
iloveindia.com 
Since Valentines Day is the 
most romantic day out of 
the year, your are more than 
likely going to face the inevi-
tabl "Why do you love me?" 
from your significant other. 
Be prepared to answer with 
these full-proof quotes from 
iloveindia.com 
You complete me. 
You give the word Perfect a 
new meaning 
How to Say I Love You 
In Different Countries 
How to Say I love You in 
13 different languages 
1. Arabic 
Ana Behibak (To A Male) 
Arabic 
Ana Behibek (To A Fe-
male) 
2. Chinese 
WoieNi 
3. French 
Je T'aime 
Let your beloved why I can be myself when I am 
is he/she so special and In his/her bath towel. In his/ with you 4. German 
what is it about them her wallet. In the kitchen in- lch Liebe Dich 
that you love so much. side her favorite bone-china You bring out the best in 
bowls. me. 5. Greek 
S' Agapo Tell them how they 
make your life merrier 
just by their presence. 
Express 
tude and 
for being 
your grati-
thank them 
in your life. 
Be tender and lav-
ish love and affection. 
Declare your love for Roll one up and fix in your 
them shall never die and pet dog's collar. 
you will always be there 
for them no matter what. 
Do not exaggerate it unnec-
essarily as it may look fake 
and too gaudy. Keep it natu-
ral and original. And please 
be sincere and truthful 
about whatever you write. 
Inside his pant pocket. 
Just a sight of you lifts my 
up spirits. 6. Hebrew 
Ani Ohev Otach (to Fe-
You have taught me what it male) 
is to love and be loved. 
Hebrew 
I can be clumsy and fool- Ani Ohevet Otcha (to 
ish when I am with you, yet Male) 
know that your love for me 
will never diminish. 7. Hindi 
Mai tumse Pyar karta hoon 
Your smile is enough to (to Female) 
make a dull day seem bright 
as sun. Hindi 
Mai tumse Pyar karti hoon 
Being in your arms makes (to Male) 
me feel like I can never be 
lost again. 8. Italian 
TiAmo 
Ever since you have come 
into my life, I yearn to come 9. Japanese 
back home and see your Kimi 0 Ai Shiteru 
lovely smile. 
10. Korean 
You have given meaning to Tangsinul Sarang Ha Yo 
my existence. 
You are the only one who 
can make me smile even in 
my deepest sorrows. 
11. Portuguese 
(Brazilian) Eu Te Amo 
12. Spanish 
Te Quiero 
The concern about global 
warming has reached a fe-
verish pitch recently. Presi-
dent Bush is asking Con-
gress to back his energy 
plan he proposed during his 
State of the Union address 
in January. 
Answers.com states that 
global warming, in short, is 
"an increase in the average 
temperature of the earth's 
atmosphere especially a 
sustained increase sufficient 
to cause climate change." 
After a recent press release, 
CNN quoted Bush on his ef-
forts with his proposed ener-
gy plan. "Every member of 
Congress who cares about 
strengthening our economy, 
protecting our national se-
curity and confronting cli-
mate change should support 
the energy initiatives I have 
set out." Bush's energy 
proposals include backing 
up the production and use 
of alternative fuels, such as 
ethanol. 
With the urgency to get a 
handle on global warming 
people are not only lending 
their celebrity to the cause, 
but their also opening up 
their wallets. CNN reported 
on British tycoon Richard 
Branson and his generous 
donation of $25 million to 
the first scientist that de-
velops a method of pulling 
greenhouse gases from the 
atmosphere. This top prize 
sets a historic statement 
about the significant need to 
get a grip on global warm-
ing. 
Jessica Wright (Leftt) and Lizzie Roth (Right) 
The lady Knights gave every-
one a nice Valentine's Day 
present last night as they de-
feated Nova Southeastern by 
15 points. 
The women dominated the first 
half and won the second half 
as well. Rae Rae Fripp logged 
35 minutes, dropped 24 and 
shot 57 percent from the floor. 
Sarah Mahan shot 67 percent 
from the floor and scored I5. 
The best story of the night 
though was Jessica Wright, 
who ran for 20 minutes in just 
her second game in almost 
4 years. Jessica was 5 of 7 
from the floor and had 4 steals. 
Wright will help the women 
in a big way in their quest to 
make it to the post season. 
The conference tournament 
On Monday, Feb. 12, the 
Lynn University heath cen-
ter sponsored a directed 
apheresis/platelet blood 
drive to benefit Joey Swett, 
the 3-year-old son of IT 
business coordinator, Tam-
my Swett. 
"The blood drive usually 
accommodates about 8 vol-
unteers per day for this type 
of donation, yesterday that 
number was nearly doubled 
with a tum out of about 15 
donors." said Rita Albert, 
Director of Lynn's Health 
Center. Perhaps this increase 
starts in I5 days. The women 
went through a rough stretch a 
few weeks ago, but have won 
3 of 4 since then and aren't 
even thinking about what hap-
pened before last night now. 
They are thinking about try-
ing to win their last few regu-
lar season games and putting 
themselves in the 4th seeded 
game with Barry in two weeks. 
The women had 24 turnovers 
last night, but aside from that 
played very well. If they play 
the way they did last night for 
the remainder of the season, 
they will give themselves a 
chance to do some great things. 
That is all they can ask for. 
They are not pretenders 
though. They are contenders. 
tum out is due to the little 
boy Joey, a Lynn commu-
nity member in need. 
Joey was diagnosed with 
B-Cell Acute Lymphoblast 
Leukemia on Dec. 6. He 
now has about eight more 
Multicultural Day is an event 
that many look forward to 
each year. It is a way for our 
huge international commu-
nity at Lynn to bring togeth-
er and share a part of their 
culture with one another. 
The sun was shining the 
birds were chirping and 
there were Lynn UniversitY 
faculty and students every 
where enjoying the sounds 
of the Junkanoo band and 
eating the wonderful native 
foods from several nations. 
Every continent was repre-
sented; some of the countries 
included were Japan, Haiti, 
Dominican Republic, Unit 
ed States of America, Unit-
ed Kingdom and Greece. 
The African table had 
a nice display of art 
weeks of treatment. If Joey 
doesn't need all the blood 
collected, it will go to an-
other child in need at Miami 
Children's or Joe DiMaggio 
hospitals. 
For those that couldn't make 
it yesterday, there will be 
a mobile blood drive held 
February 22nd. 
Tammy and her family 
would like to thank every-
one at Lynn. "We are forever 
grateful for all the prayers, 
love and support that have 
helped to heal Joey." 
work from nations such 
as Congo to Ethiopia. 
Walking around from nation 
to nation, one could see the 
interest in the faces of many 
who came to inquire more 
information, as well as the 
pride in those representing 
their countries. 
I think it is safe to say that 
a good time was had by all. 
Multicultural Day is defi-
nitely a tradition that Lynn 
University needs to keep up. 
The Safe Spring Break 
Carnival! 
On Wednesday, February, 
28, from II :30 A.M. to 
l :30 P.M. Events include 
a beer goggle obstacle 
course, bounce house, 
games and prizes, music, 
surprise food and root 
beer, and a spring break 
raffie for only $1.00. 
For more information 
contact Gail DeCina at 
561-237-7468 or gdeci-
na@lynn.edu, or Sindee 
Kerker at 561-237-7255 or 
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'es 
ven if you don't achieve 
our goals, you're better for 
ing. Applaud yourself. 
eo~ 
efending your position 
· s the right thing -- even a 
oble thing -- to do. 
agittarius C{lj 
boose a mode of communi-
ation that is a little bit out o 
the ordinary today. 
Don't rein in any urges you 
ave to kick up your heels 
nd get a little bit crazy. 
trgolll) 
ou need a new way to or-
anize your life. Investigate 
ptions with an open mind. 
apricom[!] 
omeone needs a dose of 
eality, and you're just the 
erson who can supply it.tas 
oday. Get stuff done! 
Gemini . 
o one can be liked by ev-
one -- not even someone 
charming as you! 
·ubrarn 
old off on accepting a 
ocial invitation from anyone 
ho's coming on too strong. 
quarius [I] 
et ready to have a great 
ay! There's a lot of good en 
rgy circulating around you. 
ancer~ 
he money issues you have 
een struggling with recently 
ill get a lot easier today. 
corpio~ 
roblems at home? Get a 
onversation going today 
d find out what everyone 
eeds. 
Pisces~ 
gnore disturbing images in 
our dreams. They're just 
-
llclp the Cause to Fight AI OS 
Product (RED) 
By Ashley Duckrcy 
THE (RED)' M1.\NIFESTO 
lll.l T""IN(,5 AEau; EQ!Ji.l. Tk£)' AIRE Nfll 
A!J F-P.<!i1 llflR:.D COWfil.hiEA~. t.E HUf TAEtiENOIIU~ POfE~ ltHU II£ tOLLECTri!.U CHOO~E TO 
8U' UA 1'\0T TO tiUY [.Ut C ... I.NCE ftfE COUA~E UF LIFE &.t\.0 HISTD•lr OW THIS PlANET 
IHDI 15 TIIJI S 'MPLE AM ICEA. AND T~AT PC,UF~'L. MOM. TDU HAH A CHOICE. THEU UE 
ltEDI CREDIT CIRDS. AED tPkOME;! IHDI ·;~DE~. tREDI Flor,HION ~R>HCS. U~ NIL T~l~ r.DU 
Nil' ~E•M THEY JRE HL REl IM COLOR. HTHC'UCk ·;o~E Ul. 
IF YIIV llU'I J IREOI PRIINIC" OR !i"M U~ <nA J. LR£01 SERYICE. H NO rG5T TO •CU. A IHOI 
[Qi<IP .. ~I N•tL ~IVE >DI<IE DF IT'S PROFIT~ TO IUY 1110 ?i'.U18LIT! ~ijfi·RETilO'IIiH LIEJICoNE 
Til OUP. BIIUTiotRS 0.~~ SISTERS DYING 01' • DS IN URIC .. . 
• 1 BELI£1! THAt ~liEN CUM;ULo<ERS >RE ohiRED THIS CHOICE. AND T~E PRODUlT!i ~EET TH!lll 
~EEO!i. THEI .ILL C~LJCH LREDI. AijD -OiEM TftEI CHOQSE lRBI OVH NII~·<IIEDl. T~E~ >40RE 
IIUMJ~~ II! ILL tHC:O!iE tO DECO~ tNE.[]J BEtAVSE IT "ILL Mti..C£ UCOD BU~IhES'S SE~SE TO DO 
SO ·~0 WOQE Ll OE5 ~"L BE S.a~e 0 
ltEOI ID NOT t CHtl-li'IT •. It 1!1 !ii .. PU ;. l~WiiWE'it. WUOE.l ,Oll OU' !HOI CliUFf. IH UET THE 
oliN£!. IIUT UtE PllL!i AND C· I~HIIIUTE "HE>I TH<;.T TAlE TH! PILLS. STU HIVE ;.,;o 
(ONTI~UE I() THE t•RE OF T~EIA FA>IIltE~ AMI) (DNTRiaUTE SDCIHU UD ECON0>41ULLY IN 
THEllil C(JWllt\JNI.,IE! 
IF T~Er DOM'T liEl THE PILLS !tiEl OlE ME DOij'l """T TII!W TO JIE •e UN! TD DIH !HoM 
THE >ILL~ A"'D •E c•." lt"'D l'DlJ CUt IIWD IT ' 'i EASP 
Hl YOU kAH TO OU IS LJPr.HioOE TIIU>f tHO [E 
In 2005, 2.4 million adults 
and children died of AIDS in 
Sub-Saharan Africa. While 
these statistics are startling 
there is a way you can help. 
The (RED) program was 
developed by musiCian, 
Bono, and the Chairman of 
DATA, Bobby Shriver, to 
raise awareness and mon-
ey for the Global Fund, by 
teaming up with the world's 
most iconic brands to pro-
duce (RED) branded prod-
ucts. A percentage of each 
product sold is given to the 
Global Fund and the money 
collected helps women and 
children affected by HIV I 
AIDS in Africa. 
The (RED) Manifesto states 
"as first world consumers, 
we have tremendous pow-
er. What we collectively 
choose to buy, or not to buy, 
can change the course of life 
and history on this planet." 
This campaign has enlisted 
the help of Motorola, Em 
Ameri-
If you have an 
MP3 player, 
but don't like 
the money you 
have to spend 
to download 
songs, there's a new prod-
uct out that might be right 
for you. It's called the Zune 
player. 
This device is more than 
just an MP3 player, it con-
tains several types of media 
all in one. With the Zune 
can Express, Converse, and 
Gap, just to name a few. 
Each company offers dif-
ferent products to the con-
sumer, such as cell phones, 
credit cards, t-shirts, sneak-
ers, watches, and iPods. 
The (RED) campaign is 
making a big difference and 
the money donated is get-
ting to the affected areas in 
need. In just three weeks, 
the (RED) campaign raised 
enough money for more than 
15 million pregnant women 
in Africa to get treatment to 
prevent the transmission of 
HIV to their unborn chil-
dren. 
For more information on the 
cause visit 
www.joinred.com. 
player you can download 
music, movies, and TV 
shows at no cost. You can 
also connect to the Internet 
and XBOX 360 wirelessly. 
With 30 GB of memory, 
there's plenty of storage for 
all of your media needs. 
Another key component of 
the Zune is the media player 
and flash drive in one. You 
can plug it into the USB de-
vice in your PC, save your 
paper and take it with you. 
-
R~staurant R~' i~\\ 
Boca A lc l I ousc 
By <.. 'hristina <.. 'utsingcr 
A new restaurant has opened 
on Yamato, the Boca Ale 
House. This new sports pub 
is amazing. When you walk 
in you notice the decor, of 
a sports pub, but an upscale 
one .. 
The Ale House has enough 
pool tables so you wouldn't 
ever have to wait. There 
are an abundance of fiat 
screen TV s located around 
the restaurant, so you'll al-
ways be able to catch the 
game you want to watch! 
The service is fast and 
friendly. 
They serve during lunch, 
dinner, and late night hours. 
The dress code is casual 
shorts and t-shirts are ac-
cepted. 
The cuisine consists of 
American pub food. The 
price of food and drinks 
is extremely reasonable. 
Their menu consists of ap-
petizers, soups and salads, 
dinner, and desserts. Their 
portions are huge, definite-
ly enough food to share. 
I suggest checking out the 
new Boca Ale House. I hope 
you enjoy! 
C~khrity Gossip 
Lohan Out of Rehab 
l3y Lindsay Kraditor 
Party girl Lindsay Lohan 
has been rumored to be in 
and out of rehab according 
to US Weekly. The maga-
zine says she is constantly 
out at the hottest club and 
in the celebrity party scene. 
This can't be good for any 
one person, and there have 
been rumors of her being 
worn and dehydrating at 
work, as well as being in 
and out of the hospital late-
ly for collapsing and vari-
ous injuries. This exhaus-
tion has been preventing her 
from working to her fullest. 
US Weekly also states that 
she has not finished her 28-
day rehab stint at the Won-
derland Center in LA, and 
now she's back in the clubs. 
Instead of finishing out her 
rehab, Lindsay had recov-
ered enough for them to 
allow her out early, and be-
gan Alcoholics Anonymous 
meetings. 
Club goers who have re-
portedly seen her said she 
has not been drinking, but 
has been moving from club 
to club each night. Although 
she checked into rehab, it 
seems that she's been avoid-
ing her responsibilities that 
go along with it. 
Men's Basketball 
2117 Tampa 
Home @7:30P.M. 
12/21 Barry 
way @7:30P.M. 
Women 's Basketball 
2l l7 Tampa 
Home @ 5:30P.M. 
2121 Barry 
way @ 5:30 P.M. 
Women 's Tennis 
116 Hillsborough CC 
Home @ 2 P.M. 
l / l7 Tampa 
way @ lOAM. 
2/18 Eckerd 
Away@ 10:30A.M. 
Men's Baseball 
02/ !6 Tampa 
IJomc @ 2:30 P.M. 
211 7 Tampa (DH) 
Honte @ 12 P.M. 
02/20 St. Thomas 
Home @ 2:30 P.M. 
Women's Softball 
02/1 7 
Barry Tournament- Away 
Florida Gulf Coast @ 7 P.M. 
West Florida @ 5 P.M. 
Nova Southeastern @ 12 P.M. 
2/18 
Barry Tournament- Away 
Florida Tech @ 2 P.M. 
Barry @ 6 P.M. 
••••••••••• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The Safe Spring Break 
Carnival! 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
e On Wednesday, February, 28, e 
e from 11:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M. e 
e Events include a beer goggle e 
• obstacle course, bounce • 
• house, games and prizes, • 
• music, surprise food and root • 
• beer, and a spring break raffle • 
• for only $1.00. • 
eF . .~: . e 
or more IDtormatiOn con-
•tact Gail DeCina at 561-237-• 
•7468 or gdecina@lynn.edu,• 
•or Sindee Kerker at 561-237-• 
~255 or skerker@lynn.edu • 
••••••••••• 
President's day comes on the 
third Monday of every Feb. It is 
a federal holiday that celebrates 
both George Washington's and 
Abraham Lincoln's birthdays. 
Washington was born on Feb. 
22, 1732 while Lincoln 
was born on Feb. 12, 1809. 
In some states they only cel-
ebrate George Washington. 
There is no school this Mon-
day Feb. 19. 
Breach 
Drama 
Rated PG-13 for Violence, 
sexual content, and language. 
Drama 
Close To Home 
. +1 
Foreign 
Not Yet Rated 
Ghost Rider 
ActionVDrama 
RatedPG-13 Rated PG For thematic 
elements including bullying, 
some peril and mild language 
for horror~ violence, and dis-
turbing images 
The iPulse wants to be 
used by you. How you ask? 
Lets us advertise your needs to the 
student body? Whether you want 
to buy something, sell something, 
write an editorial, or just make a 
shout out, let us publish it for you. 
Just e-mail 
nUnews@yahoo.com 
Want to Study Abroad? 
Go to the Study Abroad Office to find out about pro-
grams and scholarships, stop by the office (2nd floor 
of the de Hoernle International Center), e-mail study-
abroad@lynn.edu, call ext. 7078, or visit one of our 
information tables during lunch. 
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ries~ 
he ambitions of others 
hould not become your own. 
eep going down your path .. 
co~ 
very relationship you have 
is a partnership -- be aware o. 
ower issues today. 
Sagittarius ~ 
f you worry that you've been 
eglecting a friend, reach out 
o him or her today. 
aurus~ 
his day of fun conflict will 
eep you laughing, and keep 
ou learning. 
irgo llll 
he best lesson you learn 
oday will not be found in the 
amc old place. Experiment! 
apricorn [!] 
If you receive an inapt gift to-
ay, be gracious. The thought 
·eally does count. 
emini~ 
ally your dearest friends 
oday and do something hi-
arious. Just have fun! 
·Librarn 
oday you will have a good 
ime just shooting the breeze 
nd relaxing with friends. 
quarius [l] 
hare your free time with as 
any different people as you 
an today -- mix it up. 
. ancer llill 
eep an eye out for inoova-
ive thinking, and let yourself 
-hange your mind. 
Scorpio~ 
Unexpected outbursts can 
· nspire magnificent ideas, so 
on 't edit yourself today. find 
ut what everyone needs. 
Pisces~ 
uantity is more important 
han quality when it comes to 
elping people right now. 
Movie Critic 
Hannibal Rising 
By Simone Sobel 
For all of you "Silence ofthe 
Lambs" fans out there dying 
to see how the evil Hanni-
bal the cannibal got his start 
as a ruthless killer, I would 
suggest you go and see this 
movie. Just don't have high 
expectations. No one can 
touch Anthony Hopkin's 
performance, as much as 
Gaspard Ulliel tries to por-
tray the youthful Hannibal. 
The story offers horrifying 
insight as to what a child 
had to witness and endure 
during World War II, and 
how a war crime can haunt 
you for the rest of your life. 
He seeks vengeance on the 
perpetrators, which is a far 
cry from the Hannibal, who 
we know kills for hunger. 
But for now he's just a 
kid; his transformation 
to becoming a true mon-
ster is still ahead of him. 
There are gruesome and 
twisted scenes to satisfy 
the crowd, but I wouldn't 
call the movie remarkable. 
Star Rating 
Fashion Trends 
High Waist Pants 
By Lindsay Kraditor 
As we all know the hot-
test trend in pants has been 
what is known as the "low 
rise." We have even seen 
them get lower and lower 
and not every girl is will-
ing to pull that off. Not only 
were these pants extremely 
low, but not every girl could 
fit into them and the ones 
-
Weekend Hot Spots 
Boat Show 
By Ashley Roberts 
who could were pretty thin. The weekend's here and it's ated boat shows in the U.S. 
Well you can say good-
bye to the low rise because 
this spring's hottest trend 
is the high waist! Yes, it is 
coming back and now hot-
ter than ever. I am sure you 
have heard your mothers 
say they used to wear their 
pants really high. Well now 
everyone will be wear-
ing their pants high again. 
Not only the slacks are high 
waist but also you will see 
them being worn with skirts 
tucked in accentuating 
small waists and curvy hips. 
So it is very important that 
you add this to your ward-
robe for this coming spring. 
time to enjoy the downtime. 
Here's one event that most 
of South Florida has on their 
agenda. 
What 
Miami International Boat 
Show and Strictly Sail 
Where / 
Miami tonvention Center, Sea 
Isle Marina, and Miamarina at 
Bayside 
When 
Thursday, Feb. 15- 19 
Hours 
Feb, 15& 19 
10 A.M.- 6 P.M. 
Feb. 16- 18 
10 A.M.- 8 P.M. 
An annual event held every 
year, the Miami International 
Boat Show is one of the larg-
est and most heavily popul-
David's Gadgets 
Verizon 's Growing Inventory 
' By David SanJy 
The cell phone in-
dustry is rapidly 
growing. At the 
same time the Red 
Sync has come out 
for Valentine's Day, 
Verizon Wireless is coming out 
with another new phone, Fire . 
Just like many other 
Verizon cell phc;mes, 
Fire is equipped 
with V-Cast, so 
you can save 
your favorite ring tones and 
pictures. 
Verizon is known for making 
the flashiest cell phones in the 
wireless industry. They have 
already come out with a phone 
called Chocolate. Then they 
expanded Chocolate into three 
more "flavors" including white, 
green, and "dark Chocolate." 
Then they released the Red 
Sync, which is probably going 
to be off the market soon since 
it was only for Valentine's Day. 
Cingular has released only a 
couple of phones, but has not 
been able to compete with Ve-
rizon's creativity. The uniting 
of Cingular and AT&T may 
have weakened Cingular's 
ability to produce more phones. 
Verizon is a relatively new 
company compared to AT&T. 
Now, AT&T has merged 
with two companies. Per-
haps the competition has 
caused AT&T to rebuild itself. 
For the boating enthusiast, 
there's an array of exhib-
its from electronics, marine 
wear, art, and boats ranging 
from skiffs, catamarans, deck 
boats, sport fishers, speed 
boats, sails, and many others: 
Aside from the boating, the 
show has a lot to offer to the re-
mainder of the crowd. Floating 
drink docks, food tents, shop-
ping, luxury hotel dining, and 
the convenience of the beach 
and ocean right across the street 
are at the show goers disposal. 
Not to mention the glam-
our and glitz of the elite and 
the ability to live the lav-
ish life with a walkthrough 
of some of the most expen-
sive and luxurious motor 
yachts in the ocean waters. 
Weekend 
Weather 
Break out those sweaters be-
cause we are in for a chilly 
weekend, experiencing tem-
perartures in the high 60s. 
But don't despair, the good 
news is that there are no rain 
showers expected, just fun 
in the sun all weekend long. 
Friday 
High 68° 
Low 38° 
Saturday 
High 66° 
Low 38° 
Sunday 
High 70° 
Low 47° 
Student Hangs With the Stars 
Brandon Ackerman Making His Way 
By Dana Steiner 
Many people know soph-
more Brandon Ackerman as 
one of the disc jockey's for 
Wednesday Night Warfare 
on Lynn University 's Radio 
Station 96.3, but he is also 
actively involved outside of 
campus also. This past month 
he really put his sports mar-
keting major to good use. 
Ackerman worked for the Mi-
ami Dolphins Stadium as a 
Guest Services Manager dur-
ing the entire football season. 
His jobs during the season was 
manager of three different sta-
dium sections. He made sure 
that all the fans were happy and 
if they had any questions, he 
would be able to answer them. 
He also was to make sure that 
that the Housekeeping staff was 
keeping everything clean and 
that the ushers were also do-
ing their job. So when the Su-
perbowl came to the Dolphins 
Stadium this year, he has the 
fantastic oppurtunity to work 
for Superbowl XLI as well. 
During the Superbowl he was 
the Guest Services Manager 
for one out of the two suite 
levels of the stadium. Ack-
any problems that could have 
arised. He even got to es-
cort the Manning Family and 
the owner of the Colts on to 
the field after they won the 
game to recieve their trophy. 
When I asked Ackerman, if 
he met any celebrities, there 
was a long list, including Tom 
Cruise and Katie Holmes, 
Jimmy Buffett, Justin Tim-
berlake, Ashton Kutcher and 
Demi Moore and Bruce Willis. 
Ackerman, was also invited 
to attend all the hottest par-
ties, including The Maxim 
Party, The Leather and Lace 
Party, Terrell Owens Party 
and the Playboy Party. Dur-
ing the Playboy party he got 
many red carpet interviews on 
tape, look out for them soon! 
He will continue his job as 
Guest Services Manager dur-
ing the Miami Dolphins Sea-
son next year. During the 
summer Ackerman will either 
be working with the Florida 
Marlins or a Minor League 
Baseball Team in New Jersey. 
His ultimate goal is to work as 
a sports agent. 
erman made sure that all the Look out for Ackerman's 
attendee's (since they were Red Carpet Interviews on 
all from out of town) had an YouTube and don't forget to 
idea of where things were lo- check out Wednesday Night 
cated in the entire stadium, Warfare, from 9-11 PM on 
~u';"u'u""' and solved 96.3 or on cam 
Courtside With Mullane 
Women Dominate Great Team 
-- -· - -
Things are really good right 
now for the lady Knights. 
They have won 4 out of 
their last 5 games and put 
on a show on Saturday night 
when they beat Tampa by 12. 
Tampa is a very good team. 
The Spartans won the con-
ference tournament last year. 
They beat the women by 16 
the last time they hooked up. 
The women got revenge this 
time around though. They 
The men lost again on Satur-
day in a heartbreaker by one 
point. 
They were up by 7 points at 
halftime, but once again were 
outplayed in the second half. 
The men didn't score a single 
point in the first 10 minutes of 
the second half. 
They also didn't get to the free 
throw line at all in the second 
half. Not getting to the line 
proved to really hurt them be-
cause at the end of the game 
when the Men should have had 
a chance to win it as there were 
5 seconds left on the clock, 
By Matthew Mullane 
started the game well as they 
were up by 11 points half-
way through the 1st half. 
Tampa was able to take the 
lead going into the half, but 
the women fought back and 
owed Tampa in the 2nd half 
as they outscored them by 14. 
Rae Rae Fripp and Sarah Ma-
han were the stars of the game 
as they combined for 31 points 
and 48 percent shooting from 
the floor. Allegra Armstrong 
played great and hit a couple of 
huge three pointers, and Crys-
tal Ahmed was back and scored 
13 points and had 3 steals. 
Right now the women are in 
5th place in the conference 
with 2 regular season games 
left to play. The best they can 
finish is 4th, in which case 
they would play either Barry 
or Nova in the 1st round of 
the conference tournament. 
It will be the same scenario if 
they finish in 5th place as well. 
The worst they can finish is 
6th, in which case they would 
play Tampa in the 1st round. 
The women would prefer to 
play either Barry or Nova in 
the 1st round of the conference 
tournament which starts in 10 
days. If they continue to play 
well and win their last 2 regu-
lar season games, then they 
will guarantee themselves just 
that. The women play Barry 
away on Wednesday and Saint 
Leo at home on Saturday. 
Come out and support them! 
Tampa had a couple 
of fouls to give. Tam-
pa used those fouls 
and left the men only 1 
second to try and win • 
and all they could do • 
was throw a last sec- • 
ondheave. • 
On Wednesday, February, 28, 
ftom 11:30 A.M. to 1:30 P.M. 
Events include a beer goggle 
obstacle course, bounce house, 
games and prizes, music, sur-
prise food and root beer, and 
a spring break raffle for only 
$1.00. 
or more information OOJ!U-
ail DeCina at 561-237-1< 
The men have r gdecina@1ynn.edu, ar :s.a.~• 
outoftheirlast8games • at S6l-237-72SS 
and are 1-6 at home this season .~moer(i~l}run.cdiU 
in conference play. They play • 
a really good Barry team on 
Wednesday and then close out 
the regular season on Saturday 
as they will host Saint Leo. 
It would be great in the men 
could beat Barry tomorrow. It 
would help their confidence 
for the conference tourna-
ment. The good news is that 
the conference tournament is 
being held at Lynn this year. 
Themenarecapableofwinning 
it, but must play much better if 
they want a chance to do that. 
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qnarius [l] 
elease yourself from self-
. posed restrictions or rules 
oday. Do what feels right. 
isces~ 
f your temper gets the best o 
ou today, so be it. Let peopl 
ee the real you. 
rles~ 
t takes less energy to explore 
omething new than you 
ight think, so go for it. 
aurus~ 
e careful of comparing 
ourself with other people to-
ay. It will only confuse you. 
emini ~~~ 
ou are going to gain a lot 
f new acquaintances today. 
rite down the new names. 
ancer~ 
our excellent memory will 
save the day. Why not think 
fways to improve it? 
eo~ 
eek out people whose be-
iefs are different from yours; 
ou'll benefit greatly. 
fthere's a party coming up, 
sure you're the first to ar-
've. Feed your energy. 
ibram 
ook objectively at someone 
ou're in conflict with. You'll 
e a potential friend. 
corpio~ 
ace a conflict. It's time to 
ut out the fire that has been 
teadily building. 
he influences in your life 
oday are very masculine --
repare for a competition. 
aprlcorn (f) 
f you step into the middle 
fa heated discussion today, 
ou might get burned. 
Spring Break Destinations 
Top 3 Hot Spots 
As we all know it is the won-
derful spring season, which 
means spring break vacation 
for many college students. All 
over the country people look 
forward to this exciting time 
to go and party on a beauti-
ful island for a week. If you 
have not yet decided where to 
go or cannot make a decision 
here are some helpful tips. 
Spring break usually takes 
place on an exotic island with 
beautiful beaches and a fun 
nightlife. Here are three of 
them. 
Cancun 
Some places that people travel 
to be Cancun, which is starting 
If you like fictional mov-
ies, you should definitely 
see ghost rider. You will 
be on the edge of your seat 
throughout the entire movie. 
A man struggles to do what he 
thinks is right even though he 
is up against one of the biggest 
B Lindsa,y Kraditor 
to look a lot cleaner since hur-
ricane Wilma hit. The beach is 
beautiful and relaxing while 
the hot sun hits your body. 
The nightlife gets really cra-
zy, the clubs are a lot of fun, 
and there is a great vibe and 
lots of energetic students who 
just want to have a good time. 
Acapulco 
Acapulco is a great vacation 
spot as well. It has become 
very popular in the last few 
years for spring breakers. It is 
also has a gorgeous beach and 
the nightlife is known to be 
outstanding. There are unlim-
ited water sports and gourmet 
restaurants. Definitely a place 
Movie Critic 
Ghost Rider 
l3y Matthew Mullane 
forces in the universe: the Dev-
il himself. The devil makes a 
kid sign himself over to him 
and just wants to use him tem-
porarily. The devil does use 
Nick Cage, but does Nick's 
character want to give up his 
powers after the devil has no 
use for him anymore? You 
will have to go see the movie to 
find out. You will not regret it. 
Thismoviewillmakeyouthink. 
It touches on some subjects 
that nobody can prove or dis-
prove. The movie is really well 
you do not want to miss out on. 
South Beach 
Another vacation spot that is 
popular for students is Miami, 
which is not as beautiful as the 
other islands but still, pretty and 
has a fabulous nightlife. The 
clubs are very well known and 
there is always something fun 
and exciting going on in South 
Beach. Also, you are likely to 
see a lot of celebrities around 
the club scene and beaches. 
It is not too far and conve-
nient for students and parents. 
For more information on spring 
break 2007 go online and 
type in "spring break 07" and 
book your destination now! 
done and is good for all ages. 
Chess Press 
A Kid Can Do It 
By Simone Sobel 
At least once in your life 
you've probably heard some-
one say "this is so easy a kid 
can do it." Well in competitive 
chess, a talented kid is often 
the most feared by the opposi-
tion. 
Typically chess players who 
reach the level of Grandmaster, 
the highest rank you can attain, 
begin learning and playing be-
tween the ages of 3 and 7. 
I began playing at the late age 
of 15 and it has been quite a 
struggle. When I met the tal-
ented youth from all around 
the United States they already 
had a great deal of experience 
and so many years behind 
them to place them at such a 
higher level. 
Teaching chess to children 
is often compared to foreign 
language and music. A child's 
mind is open and absorbs like 
a sponge, and doesn't have the 
barriers that the adult mind 
does. 
There is a wonderful program 
based in New York, which has 
put chess as a regular class in 
the schedule of inner city el-
ementary schools. 
Studies have shown that chess 
is an educational tool as it en-
hances their creativity, mem-
ory, analytical abilities, prob-
lem solving skills, and teaches 
patience and the importance 
of foresight. For more infor-
mation on this program, visit 
www.chessintheschools.org. 
How do you become part of 
and win prizes from Lynn's 
2020 Strategic Plan? 
Instructions: 
1. Wear the 2020 button every 
Tuesday. 
2. On these days, we'll be 
handing out raffle tickets (and 
candy, of course) to those 
wearing buttons around cam-
pus. The winning ticket will 
win a prize and the winning 
number will be posted on the 
Lynn 2020 Web site by 5 P.M. 
that day. 
3. The person chosen will 
draw a prize from a basket. 
4. Prizes include a video iPod , 
a N ano iPod, and gift cards for 
Circuit City, Cheesecake Fac-
tory, JB 's on the Beach, Boom-
ers, Starbucks Coffee, Mu-
vico, J. Alexander's, Macaroni 
Grill, P.F. Chang's, Barnes & 
Noble, Christine's, Best Buy, 
and Dada's. 
Barack Obama is a name we 
are hearing a lot lately in the 
media. Who is the man behind 
the name and why is there 
so much hype about him? 
Obama is known by most as 
the senator for Illinois and has 
recently become a candidate 
for the Democratic Party's 
2008 presidential nomina-
tion. When Obama became 
senator in 2004, he became 
the third African-American 
since Reconstruction to ever 
be elected. Now he is the first 
African-American declare 
his candidacy for President. 
Obama graduated from Co-
lumbia University and Har-
vard Law School. He was even 
the first African-American 
president of the Harvard Law 
Review. 
While in office, Obama has 
concentrated on promoting 
economic growth and has 
served on several committees 
such as the Environment and 
Public Works Committee, Vet-
erans 'Affairs Committee, and 
the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee. 
Along with his many accom-
plishments he is also known as 
a community organizer, civil 
rights attorney and a loving 
husband and father. 
As he furthers his politi-
cal career one can only 
hope that he will be true 
to his word and his prom-
ises to the American People. 
To find out more about 
Barack Obama log onto 
http: // www.obama . 
DEMO seRATIC 
Lynn students are making 
strides left and right to work 
towards success. Rosa Werth-
wein, is currently working on 
her Master's with the College 
of Education here at Lynn, 
and just happens to be one 
of those 'amazing' people. 
Werthwein is the co-founder 
of the International Outreach 
Coalition, along with fellow 
Peace Corps Volunteer, Wendy 
Shapiro. The two developed the 
non-profit organization after 
they returned from the Peace 
Corps in the Spring of 2006. 
The International Outreach 
Coalition (IOC) was estab-
lished, and has developed a 
goal to "build partnerships 
among people and organiza-
tions to encourage strong civil 
societies in the world's devel-
oping countries and involv-
ing the generation of young 
leaders in those countries." 
Ukraine has been a current fo 
cus for their most recent proj-
ects. One included a trip to the 
city for 40 Ukraine orphans 
where they explored muse-
ums, entertained themselves 
with movies, and enjoyed 
McDonald's Happy Meals 
donated by the establishment. 
They also hold English class-
es, Graffiti Festivals, Youth 
Parliament Sessions, and many 
other interactive activities for 
the enrichment of the children. 
The Coalition aims to work 
with the kids in order to 
build their self-confidence 
and futures so that they 
have aspirations to look for-
ward to and work towards. 
Alongside a long list of part-
ners, including the Peace 
Corps of both Ukraine and 
Armenia, the IOC hopes to 
broaden their horizons and 
expand to even more develop-
ing countries in need of aid. 
For more information, visit 
http:/ /www.iocoalition.org/ 
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quarlus ilJ 
ust becanse something ~in 
our past doesn't mean that it 
as to $ta)' there. 
isees~ ··· 
eautiful wonts will tum that 
utie's head todayt so write 
our feelings down. 
e some titne~y to~· 
· ew your.finances :atf.d·make , 
sure you·undentand tbern. 
urus l!il 
n any soeial intQraCtioJ}s ygtt 
ve toda-y, Ws importaut to 
taytrue *o yoti.tseif. 
emini. 
olding on to yowgoo4 
umor and unlimited hope 
an help you overcome any 
~stacte~· 
ancer~ 
1 sorts ofevents -- from 
eetings to parties - willbe 
ore fun ·with youri.Qput. 
eo~ 
on't settle for uncertaiJlty · 
· ght now; you need solidity 
d preciSion. 
ere is a fine line between 
mpatibility and boredom. 
dd sparks to your life. 
ibra~ 
ven if other folks disagree 
ith youy know that they 
ire your umqueness. 
corpio~ 
ou.may.bts•lng•ome.. 
pe tbroup·ro•~olored. 
Pef· ·'D! to: ~ithe ttue. 
-.gl~riusJ~ 
~e yow tim~ whet~ tilling;. 
.. ut fonns today. :S~t<let41 . 
.uld cause big problei.n$. · · · 
prleorn(f]· 
. t takes a lot o~cnt!BY to bo' '; 
· onscientious, ~U.t you ~ye .fl 
ack for it today. · ·· 
-
It's Mardi Gras 
Mardi Gras Still Going Strong 
By i\s:h ley Roberts 
Approximatelyayearandahalf Gras parade paved the way to 
after hurricane Katrina struck the 2007 Mardi Gras celebra-
down New Orleans, many 
residents are still attempting 
to cleanup and rebuild. One 
resident was seen with a shirt 
stating "New Orleans. Estab-
lished 1781, Re-established 
8-29-05" representing the 
day Katrina made landfalL 
While the reconstruction of the 
city is still a work in progress, 
the life and heritage remains 
strong. 
Tuesday, Feb. 20 was Fat 
Tuesday, and the streets were 
alive and bustling creating 
a scene similar to the city 
before Katrina struck. The 
French Quarter was vibrant 
with the glimmer of the gold, 
green, and purple beads. The 
parade routes were lined as 
the Mayor, and the first Mardi 
rownjeloct<s 
:<it1( rrne.s'8ear; ~·· ~0011- >•e~• 
brdWnieloeks.com ~~ 
Ma, how come you got 
beads and I did not? My 
Mardi Gras costume is 
a whole lot more colorful 
and spectacular by far I 
tion. 
This year, an estimated 700,000 
people were present and 95 
percent of the hotel rooms 
were booked according to the 
president of the New Orleans 
Hotel & Lodging Association, 
as opposed to the 350,000 last 
year. With this high outcome 
to a still rebuilding city, they 
are gaining a much needed tax 
revenue to help the efforts, as 
well as holding down the heri-
tage of Louisiana tradition. 
Pete Fountain, a Grammy-
winning musician made his 
46th appearance to Mardi Gras 
this year. Fountain remarked, 
"We're going to make it hap-
pen, we're going to rebuild 
this city regardless." 
I read somewhere that 
ttle best way to get the 
bead~ thro¥111 It you is 
to walk aJound flashing 
two blg coconuts. 
So that's just what I did I 
-
Are You Too Superficial? 
Quiz 
By Rachel Weiss 
1. You hit the mall to find that 3) You pass a miror in the hall. 
the sunglass store is out of your You ... 
favorite Chanel sunglasses. 
But they have knock-offs that a) Keep walking. 
look exactly like them. You ... 
a) Buy the knock-offs. They 
look almost exactly alike for 
less money. Knock-offs rule! 
b) Leave the store right after 
you berrate the sales person 
for suggesting such a thing. 
c) Considerthe knock-offs and 
look around the store. 
2) Your friend got in an ac-
cident and has a swollen eye 
that you can spot miles away. 
You ... 
a) Do all you can to make her 
feel beautiful. So what if there's 
a big purple ring the size of a 
grapefruit on her face. 
b) Stop to check yourself out. 
c) Take a glance and keep 
walking. 
4. You and your boyfriend are 
celebrating your 6 month anni-
versary. You are expecting him 
to get you the very expensive 
diamond bracelet you have 
been hinting at, but receive a 
less pricey, but very nice, set 
of diamond earrings instead. 
You ... 
a) Cry. You can't believe he 
got you anything at all. You 
even consider not accepting it. 
b) Take it spitefully. You don't 
care how much that bracelet 
cost, you're worth every pen-
b) Make fun when she's not ny of it. 
around. Please, that is one nas-
tly welt. 
c) Get her some cool shades 
c) Are ecstatic. You are very 
happy with them. It was a 
wonderful gift. 
Results 
Mostly A's 
So you definitely aren't superficial, but do you even care what 
you look like? Here's an idea, take a look in the mirror and don't 
leave that spot until everything is waxed, tweezed, and checked 
for fleas. 
Mostly B's 
You are not very nice. In fact you are a down right heinous twit. 
You are the perfect puppet for the consumer market, buying 
whatever it is you they tell you is the must have in Tinsletown . 
You're the type that only feels secure when you're wearing a 
brand on your butt. 
Mostly C's 
According to this quiz you are quite balanced in the realm of 
superficiality. However, we all know that's crap. You are so self-
conscience that you are in denial of your own faults. You might 
be the worst out of all three results. 
Men's Basketball 
lo2/24 St. Leo 
Home @ 7:30 P.M. 
~2/28-03/04 
SSCTournament' 
Home @TBA 
Women's Basketball 
lo2124 St. Leo 
Home@ 5:30P.M. 
~2/28-03/04 
SSCTournament' 
Home @TBA 
Men's Tennis 
02/24 Florida Southern 
Away@2P.M. 
~2/25 Saint Leo 
!Away @ 11 A.M. 
~3/01 St. Thomas 
~way@2P.M. 
Women's Tennis 
02/24 Florida Southern 
Away@2P.M. 
02/25 Saint Leo 
Away@2P.M. 
~2/28 Barry 
!Away @ 3 P.M. 
~3/0 1 St. Thomas 
Away@2P.M. 
Mens Baseball 
02/24 S. Connecticut St. 
Home @ 12 P.M. 
02/25 S. Connecticut St. 
Home @ 1 P.M. 
02/27 Mercyhurst 
FAU @6P.M. 
03/01 Mercyhurst 
FAU @2P.M. 
Womens Softball 
~2/28 Northwood (DH) 
Away @ 1 and 3 P.M. 
~3/02 Florida Tech (DH) 
Away@2P.M. 
The upcoming presiden- promises that very much ap 
tial election will be one of peal to the American people. 
the most controversial and 
interesting ones in history. 
We have a woman Hillary 
Rodham Clinton vs. an Afri-
can-American 
man Sena-
tor Barack 
Obama. 
Barack was 
born in 
'1961 in 
Hawaii, and 
graduated 
from Colum-
bia Univer-
sity in 1983. 
According 
to ABC he 
was sworn 
into office 
n 2005, and 
his eight years in senate have 
proven beneficial to the lives 
of many as he has cared for im-
proving the lives of people in 
poor economic neighborhoods. 
However, there is a part of him 
that has been hidden, and Sen-
ator Clinton's camp will pres-
ent this as a major issue that 
could make 
many aban-
don him. 
ABC also 
reported he 
was raised 
as a Muslim 
by his father, 
his origi-
nal name 
Hussein is 
Arabic but 
he doesn't 
go by it. He 
wasn't com-
pletely hon-
est about his 
upbringing, and this will put 
doubt into many people. He 
belongs to a Christian Church 
which he says is where he met 
his wife and attends regularly. 
He announced his candidacy But the political campaign 
e e e e e e e e e e e for President with an inspi- battles are just beginning, 
e e rational and moving speech and knowing who and what 
The Safe Spring Break • which captured many be- to trust is going to get ev-
e Carnival! • cause of his feelings and eryone thinking and talking. 
• On Wednesday, February, 28, 
• from 11:30 A.M. to l :30 P.M. • 
• Events include a beer goggle • 
• obstacle course, bounce • 
• house, games and prizes, • 
e music, surprise food and root • 
e beer, and a spring break raffiee 
e for only $1.00. e 
• • efor more information con-e 
etact Gail DeCina at 561-237-e 
• 7468 or gdecina@1ynn.edu,• 
•or Sindee Kerker at 561-237-. 
• 7255 or skerker@lynn.edu • 
• • 
••••••••••• 
In February 2006, we launched 
the "I'm IN" campaign and 
asked you to wear your "I'm 
IN" pin to show your support 
of the newly launched Lynn 
2020 Strategic Plan, and of 
course, win fabulous prizes. 
This year The Lynn 2020 Buck 
was developed to create INcen-
tives for members of the univer-
sity community (students, fac-
ulty and staft) to get INvolved, 
exemplifying the spirit of the 
Lynn 2020 Strategic Plan. 
Earning Lynn 2020 Bucks 
will show your support and 
active participation in the 
Lynn 2020 Strategic Plan, and 
of course, you can also win 
fabulous prizes. Are you IN? 
Bucks are distributed among 
several "buck reps" on 
campus from various de-
partments and divisions. 
If you would like to add a 
"way to earn," e-mail news@ 
lynn.edu with your suggestion. 
You may also earn an unex-
pected buck from someone as 
a "thank you" for a job well 
done, for going the extra mile, 
or lending a helping hand. 
Come to the cafeteria on 
2020 Tuesdays each week 
at 12:30 P.M. for the "offi-
cial" Lynn 2020 Buck draw-
be posted on MyLynn by 
the end of the day. Winners 
draw from a pool of prizes. 
Note: If you are present at 
the drawing, you can draw 
your prize immediately; 
if not, you can draw your 
prize at the Office of Mar-
keting and Communication. 
Lynn 2020 Buck Prizes 
Gift cards ... 
Ticketmaster ($100) 
The Melting Pot ($1 00) 
iTunes($50) 
Golden Touch Car Wash & 
Detail Center - $40 hand wax 
and $25 gas 
IMAX(40) 
Lessons with the Lynn ex-
perts ... 
Sport lessons with a coach 
(baseball, softball, golf, ten-
nis) 
One-hour flight simulator ses-
sion 
Music lessons from the con-
servatory preparatory program 
(Three lessons on the instru-
ment of your choice) 
And more ... 
Lunch with the Lynn Presi-
dent 
20 coffees from Christine's (5 
lattes, 5 cappucinos, 10 regu-
lar) 
iPod 
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Friday 
February 23, 2007 
quarius [l] 
intriguing person may ask 
some probing questions. Trust 
is or her motives. 
isces~ 
ive the situation time. Wait 
or the other person to make 
he first move. 
ries~ 
onversation will be effort-
ess for you today -- your 
ommunication skills rock. 
aurus~ 
oday, reach outside of your 
omfort zone to find some-
emini~ 
t's time to clean your emo-
ional house -- toss things that 
eep you from happiness. 
ancer~ 
ile your subconscious 
orks through issues, distract 
ourself with fun friends. 
eo~ 
ou get comfort from talking 
o a friend, but the answers 
orne from within you. 
irgo 1]11 
oday there will be no prob-
em that your quick reasoning 
on't be able to solve! 
ibrarn 
eep what matters in your 
ife --don't get rid of old 
hings to make room for new. 
corpio~ 
f you are charged with 
pending other people's 
oney right now, act conser-
atively. 
agittarius ~ 
f you are tired of people be-
. ng all talk and no action, the 
· ust stop listening. 
apricorn I!J 
f you have a firm belief 
bout what you want to do 
oday, you should stick to it! 
--
Out In Theaters 
By Movies.com 
The Number 23 
Jim Carrey plays a man who 
becomes fixated on the number 
23 and begins to notice that it 
appears everywhere around 
him. He also starts losing his 
mind and threatening his fam-
ily with a large butcher knife. 
The Astronaut Farmer 
After a family tragedy ends 
Charles Farmer's (Billy Bob 
Thornton )promising aerospace 
career, he does the next best 
thing - spending several de-
cades building his own rocket 
in his bam. But when it comes 
time to lift-off, the authorities 
try to stop this "hillbilly" from 
launching himself into space. 
Reno 911!: 
Based on the hit Comedy Cen-
tral series, the usual gang of 
idiot cops head to Florida for a 
police convention. After creat-
ing their typical chaos on the 
sunny sands of South Beach, 
they are called into action after 
terrorists poison all ofthe other 
visiting officers. Will Lieuten-
ant Jim Dangle (Thomas Len-
non) and his pack of misfits 
save the day... or destroy it? 
The Abandoned 
~j ~lilt . \ ... . '"\ 
While searching for her birth 
parents, an American movie 
producer discovers that she has 
inherited her family's estate in 
Russia - a decript old house 
in the middle of a dark forest. 
Visiting the homestead she nev-
er knew, she meets a man who 
claims to be her twin brother 
and the two estranged siblings 
are forced to uncover the dark 
secrets behind their mother's 
brutal murder 40 years earlier. 
Starter For 10 
In 1985, Brian (James McA-
voy) is just a working-class 
kid who crashes into the up-
per eschelon of education 
by attending a university for 
snooty rich kids. However, he 
has other things on his mind 
besides getting good grades. 
First, he's desperate to land 
a spot on the legendary quiz 
show University Challenge, 
and second, he needs to decide 
to date either a curvy coed 
(Alice Eve) or a plain-Jane 
scholarly girl (Rebecca Hall). 
Weekend 
Weather 
The cold spell has left 
as quickly as it came. 
This weekend tempera-
tures are in the high 70s. 
Today will be wonderfully 
bright and sunny, while it 
is expecteded to be partly 
cloudy on Saturday and Sun-
day. 
But don't worry about the 
clouds, it's going to be a 
dry wekend. So Start mak-
ing your plans for the 
beach! It's the perfect plan. 
Friday 
High 78° 
Low 62° 
Saturday 
High 75° 
Low 66° 
Sunday 
High 79° 
Low 67° 
New DVD Releases 
By Movies.com 
Babel 
Two Moroccan boys set out 
to look after their family's 
herd of goats, but when one 
of them tests his stolen rifle, 
the bullet finds an unintended 
target. In an instant, the lives 
of four separate groups of 
strangers on three different 
continents collide. Caught up 
in an accident that escalates 
beyond anyone's control are a 
vacationing American couple 
(Brad Pitt, Cate Blanchett), 
a rebellious deaf Japanese 
teenager and her father, and a 
Mexican nanny who, without 
permission, takes two Ameri-
can children across the border. 
The Prestige 
In early 20th-century Lon-
don, a magician (Christian 
Bale) develops a rivalry with 
another conjuror (Hugh Jack-
man) after devising a seem-
ingly impossible new trick. 
Flushed Away 
This animated feature tells the 
story of an uptown rat (Hugh 
Jackman) who is flushed down 
a toilet in his penthouse apart-
ment and winds up in the sew-
ers of London, where he has to 
learn a whole new way of life. 
Man Of The Year 
Many talk show hosts har-
bor lofty ambitions, but few 
would go to the extremes 
that Tom Dobbs (Robin Wil-
liams) does. After entering the 
race for president as a joke; 
he proves to be more popular 
than anyone could have imag-
ined. Soon, the late-night gab-
ber is leader of the free world. 
For Your Consideration 
Writer/director Christopher 
Guest rallied his usual crew 
(Eugene Levy, Catherine 
O'Hara, Parker Posey, Harry 
Shearer, Ricky Gervais, Jen-
nifer Coolidge, Michael McK-
ean, etc.) for his latest spoof, 
which follows the cast and 
crew of a small indie movie, 
who find themselves inexpli-
cably surrounded by Oscar 
buzz in the middle of Acad-
emy Awards 
Lynn Calendar 
Lynn-Step Wrap Party 
Date: February 24, 2007 
KATBlingo 
Date: February 25, 2007 
Time: 7:00 P.M. 
Where: Cafeteria 
Leadership Roundtables 
Date: February 27, 2007 
Time: 6:00P.M. 
Student leaders, this is your 
opportunity to network with 
your peers in other organiza-
tions. These dinners, small 
by design, provide you with 
the chance to discuss your 
events with other student 
leaders, find opportuni-
ties to co-sponsor, all while 
sharing a dinner! All round-
tables Feb.27, March 
12 and April 9 - are held 
at 6 P.M. in the Christine 
Room. 
Safe Spring Break Carnival 
Date: February 28, 2007 
Time: 11 :00 A.M. - 1 :00 P.M. 
Rudolph Giuliani is known to 
most as the former mayor of 
New York City. However, the 
former mayor has now put in 
his bid for President in 2008. 
After graduating from New 
York University School of 
Law; Ma}'or Giuliani started 
his career by working for the 
office of the United States At-
torney for the Southern Dis-
trict of New York. Soon after 
that he became Chief of the 
Narcotics Unit and later be-
came the Associate Deputy 
Attorney General and Chief of 
Staff to the Deputy Attorney 
General in Washington DC. 
In 1981 Giuliani was ap-
pointed as Associate Attor-
ney General and in 1983 he 
became the United States At-
torney for the Southern Dis-
trict of New York. 
In 1993, Giuliani 's started his 
9 year reign as mayor of New 
York City. He worked to re-
duce crime in the city once 
seen as the most dangerous city 
in America, as well as turning 
welfare offices into job centers. 
After the tragic events of Sep-
tember 11, 2001 Giuliani took 
immediate action to begin the 
recovery process. As a result 
of his efforts he was awarded 
the Ronald Regan Freedom 
award and was Knighted 
by the Queen of England. 
For more information on 
Rudolph Giuliani and his 
candidacy, visit http:// 
www.joinrudy2008 .com 
Join 2008 
.._ • ...., .... ~ ............... ~Yeo ...... ~ 
..... am .. 
In recent years research has 
shown that almost all Ameri-
can women are very suscep-
tible to having heart disease or 
strokes. 
The American Heart Associa-
tion (AHA) strongly believes 
that women need to be more 
with a physician on an aspirin 
therapy can prove beneficial. 
The AHA warns however, that 
this type of therapy is not rec-
ommended for healthy young 
women, due to the fact it can 
cause other health issues. 
Along with aspirin therapy the 
guidelines theAHAhas put out 
strongly suggests exercising 
thirty minutes a day, less fat 
intake and eating more fruits 
and vegetables. Blood pres-
sure and cholesterol control is 
also very important factor. 
These guidelines were de-
veloped so women and their 
physicians could think more 
about their health later down 
assertive and proactive in low- the road. 
ering their risk of heart fail-
ure. In conclusion it is never too 
late ro "Start -t-aking care of-y01.1t' 
They suggest that consulting health. 
British Prime Minister Tony 
Blair announced Wednesday, 
Feb. 21, that he would pull out 
about 1,600 troops from Iraq. 
According to CNN, Blair's 
military announcement has 
sparked debate on both sides 
of the political arena with 
some critics saying that this 
move is proof of progress, 
while top House Democrat, 
Prime Minister Tony Blair 
Nancy Pelosi, said that it "con-
firms doubts" about President 
Bush's plan to send more U.S. 
troops there. 
White House spokesman Tony 
Snow stated that, "Blair's de-
cision to send some British 
troops home is largely because 
of the training of Iraqi troops 
and Basra's tranquil security 
climate compared with Bagh-
The Heart 
Pulmonary 
valva AOita 
Left 
ventricle 
Ventricular 
septum 
Right ventrtcre 
Copyri~I2C06 Mayo Foundation for Melictl EWelltion 8/ld RIIMIII'th 
dad's." Many political figures 
have voiced their concern for 
the pullout. 
Senator Edward Kennedy 
was quoted by CNN as stat-
ing, "No matter how the 
White House tries to spin it, 
the British government has 
decided to split with Presi-
dent Bush and begin to move 
their troops out of Iraq." 
When: Wed. March 7, 2007 
l P.M. - 6 P.M. 
Where: South Beach 's land-
mark Raleigh Hotel 
What: Celebrity guests in-
cluding Ciara, Kristin Caval-
lari, Nick Cannon and Hay lie 
Duff host poolside activities 
at Victoria's Secret PJNK's 
ultimate spring break bash . 
Guests can pick up thci1 
"Rally at the Raleigh" 
passes at participating lo-
cal Miami Victoria's Se-
cret PINK stores, Ji-<)111 
designated PINK street 
teams throughout Mia111i 
or by logging on to www. 
vspink.com. The spring 
break passes allow guests 
access into the party on a 
first come first serve basis. 
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Yahoo Astrology 
Wednesday 
February 28, 2007 
quarius [lJ 
oday you may question a 
ong-held belief. It's okay to 
hange your mind. 
isces~ 
aydreaming is a great way 
o entertain yourself when 
hings get a bit boring today. 
ries~ 
Someone wants a romance 
ith you -- but what do you 
ant? Be honest. 
aurus~ 
aking good choices in life 
an be bard -- so you have 
very right to feel proud 
emini a 
ust because you don't agree 
ith someone doesn't mean 
ou can't be friends. 
ancer~ 
aking extravagant moves 
· s not a great idea right now. 
lay it low-key. 
eo~ 
oday, don't be afraid to 
oldly go where you've never 
one before. 
irgo lliJ 
he personalities of the peo-
le around you today might 
e a little overbearing. 
ibrarn 
xercise your creative mus-
les today, and you'll further 
strengthen your resolve. 
corpio~ 
ou may be seeing someone 
brougb rose-colored glasses. 
ry to see the true person. 
agittarius ~ 
our luck is about to change 
- this may be either a good 
bing or a bad thing. 
apricorn [!] 
esist the urge to go the easy 
oute -- it's the challenges tha 
each you the most. 
I Restaurant Review - -
Blue Moon Fish Co. 
By Britt Davis 
If your looking to dine for a 
special romantic evening, or 
just to enjoy a nice atmosphere, 
Blue Moon is the place to go. 
Raton and for those of 
you that are seafood lov-
ers, you'll definitely enjoy! 
Blue moon is located at 4405 
West Tradewinds Avenue, 
in Lauderdale-by-the-Sea. 
For more information, call 
(954) 267-9888 or visit 
www. bluemoonfisbco.com 
~"!':'' :.:~ 
~ .~ 
C ess Press 
Womens Intelligence 
By Simone Sobel 
If you attended any chess tour-
nament in the United States 
and looked around the room, 
of the many things you may 
notice would be the surprising 
male-to-female ratio. 
Intellectually, women are 
equally as capable as men 
to play. Yet in all the overall 
comparisons between top men 
and women, men seem to be 
much higher rated and better 
players. 
However there is a dynamic 
trio of women from Hungary 
called the Polgar sisters who 
broke the barriers to prove 
that women can be at the top 
just like the men. Their father 
home-schooled them in Hun-
gary where they studied chess 
night and day. The results led 
to the eldest sister Susan Pol-
Blue moon features dockside 
dining, serving fresh sea-
food by the waterway, and 
bas recently received culi-
nary excellence for one of 
the finest dining establish-
ments on America's east coast. 
Not only do you get to expe-
rience the award-winning cui-
sine but one can also take in 
the seamanshi}Ulf the passing 
luxury yachts. In my personal 
opinion, Blue Moon is best 
to attend for dinner to enjoy 
the nightly mood setting. It's 
only 20 minutes south of Boca i_!., 
v .. , 
M ovle Critic 
"The Number 23" 
}~l gar, who is now living in New 
York, being three-time Wom-
en's World Champion and 
the first woman ever to attain 
the men's Grandmaster title. 
B)' Simone Sobel 
"The Number 23" starring Jim 
Carrey, makes an attempt to 
say that there's a significant 
meaning to the number 23. 
The idea is that this specific 
number has a prominence in 
every day life, as well as in the 
lives of significant people and 
cultures throughout history. 
The plot itself was very un-
realistic and somewhat bor-
ing. The film wasn't intrigu-
ing as was expected and parts 
that were meant to be serious 
were comedic for being so far-
fetched. 
Carrey plays an . average 
dogcatcher who receives a 
book from his wife on his 
birthday. The book is a tale of 
obsession and murder about 
the number 23. As he reads it 
he sees a chilling eeriness of 
how much it relates to his own 
life and be starts to believe 
everything the book is saying 
religiously. 
It's interesting to see Jim Car-
rey in a role that isn't a come-
dic character, but one that has 
a more serious overtone. The 
movie wasn't completely hor-
rible, as it did leave a question 
as to the mythical possibilities 
of the number 23. 
Her sister Sofia became an In-
ternational Master, by having 
an astounding performance 
in an important international 
event where she defeated a 
mass of Grandmasters earn-
ing a very high score of 8.5/9. 
And then the biggest sensa-
tion of them all, the baby of 
the family Judit Polgar, broke 
the record of the World Cham-
pion Bobby Fisher by becom-
ing the youngest grandmas-
ter in history at the age of 14 
Judit bas been in the top ten 
among men and women in the 
world for the last ten years. 
Susan is a prominent figure 
of promoting women's chess 
by creating women's events 
to raise the numbers and en-
couraging girls not to be afraid 
but to go out there and play. 
David's Gadgets 
Cube It! 
By David Sandy 
If you are one of the few col-
lege students that does not 
have an MP3 player, there is 
a product on the market you 
might want to try. It's called 
the DAH-1500i Cube from 
MobiBLU. 
This one-of-a-kind gadget is 
just 1-cubic-incb and weighs 
only 18g, but holds 512MB, or 
1GB worth of music and voice 
recordings. It also has an FM 
radio, with a FM recorder for 
instant playback, and nine dif-
ferent sound settings, includ-
ing a complete stereo WOW 
setting. Colors available in-
clude black, silver, pink, and 
blue. 
Since the introduction of the 
Cube, MobiBLU bas released 
what they are calling "the next 
generation" of MP3 player. 
This device, called the Cube2, 
is available in 1GB or 2GB. 
The 2GB version can be found 
at www.amazon.com. 
With this player, you can also 
store video clips and photos. 
The fact that they are mak-
ing a 2GB player makes sense 
because photos take up more 
space than music, so you can 
have over 300 songs and still 
have room for photos and vid-
eo. 
For those that want to grab 
lots of attention, The Cube or 
Cube2 is the way to do it. 
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